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Gas leakage are the major concerns in a wide range of industries because the serious hazardous condition can lead to health risks and property damage. The purpose of this project is to develop portable gas leakage detection system for process plant industries. The MQ 9 gas sensor was used in this project in order to detect carbon monoxide (CO) and combustible gases. The gas sensor will detect the concentration of the gas according the voltage output of the sensor. Other than that, the output system also includes LED indicator and alarm system. The RGB LEDs was used to display different level of gas concentration or leakage exposure limits. The alarm system uses buzzer to notify the users about any gas leakage occurs. The buzzer will be activated immediately when the detected gas concentration was exceed the threshold level. The PIC18F4550 was used as the microcontroller for this project. Furthermore, the gas monitoring system will capable to display the gas concentration on the personal computer of the control room through serial communication by UART. A graphical representation was created using visual basics for monitoring purpose. The project implementation will undergoes two stages such as software and hardware implementation. Finally the implementation of the project would be done after troubleshooting and debugging.
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**INTRODUCTION**

- **Introduction**

  Gas leakage detector devices is getting important with the rises of more and more industrial being developed. Therefore it is getting vital for correct devices to be installed
to provide a safe working environment for the workers. This chapter will summarise the background, research objective, work scope and problem statement.

- **Background**

  Gas leakage is a major concern with process plant industries because it can cause serious incidents resulting in both human injuries and financial losses. The air quality was reduced due to the environmental pollution in our surrounding area. Air pollution is one of serious aspects because the polluted air is odourless and colourless. Further accumulation of the certain type hazardous gases will lead to ignition easily. Employers should increase the safety awareness and responsibility in the workplace environment because they are easily exposed to the threat towards their health and wellbeing. Furthermore, safety plays an important role on this situation and it is necessary that good safety systems are to be implemented in working area. Hence, there is a growing demand for the gas monitoring system. However, the performance of present systems are limited to identify the hazardous gas leaks potentially. Gas leakage detection system is required to monitor the gas concentration and inform the safety situation continuously in the industrial area. The proper measures would be adopt such as the LED indication and the buzzer will be turn on immediately when the gas concentration detected was exceed the set point. Gas leakage detection and leakage location identification are the most important tasks in the process plant industry. Therefore, the gas leakage detection device integrated with GPS module will develop for rapidly identify and locate the source of hazardous gas leakage so that the repair work can be perform easily. The GPS module will send the location signal to control room after the gas leakage was detected. Besides that, the present invention of gas leak detection devices were bulky, costly and limited in portability for inspection. Thus this project intention is to develop a gas leakage detection system which is portable and increase the mobility for the users in the confined place. The project also provide a portable gas leakage detector which is highly sensitive to the CO and those combustible gases with the selected gas sensor. Moreover, the proposed
system also introduced the graphical representation for human machine interface using visual basic. In addition, this project will also develop the gas leakage detector system by using wireless network. Hence, the gas monitoring system will capable to display the gas concentration and the actual location data in the personal computer of the control room through the internet network. The authorized person can be monitor the gas concentration in the control room. Personal gas leakage detector cannot detect the build-up of combustible gases in a non-occupied area. Thus it is necessary to implement fixed gas leakage detector that connect to controllers which equipped with audible or visible indicators.

- **Research Objective**
  
  - To implement good safety system in potential risk area in order to avoid accidents and protect life.
  - To design microcontroller based gas leakage detection system for process plant industry.
  - To develop cost effective alarm system for gas leakage detection device.
  - To implement a gas monitoring system which is human machine interface using visual basic.
  - To install gas leakage detection unit at vulnerable places of process plant industry.

- **Project Work Scope**
To develop a portable embedded gas leakage detection device which allows the user to detect combustible gas quickly and easily in working area.

To design the gas monitoring system for the detection of a gas leakage with human machine interface using visual basic.

The system comprises a monitoring station called central room with programmed computer.

To develop a gas leakage detection system for the data transfer by using UART.

Problem Statement

There are many types of gas leak detector that is currently available to user. However some existing gas leakage detector system does not achieved safety standards and application requirement for process plant industries. One of the disadvantages of those gas leakage detectors are bulky or limited in portability and mobility at confined place where contaminated with hazardous gas. The inability of gas leakage detection system to locate the affected area in short time can causes catastrophe damage to worker, facility and environment. It is important to identify the gas leakage location rapidly so that to facilitate repair of gas leaks and perform maintenance. Furthermore, the standard gas leakage detector which used by process plant industries were both time and energy consuming. Therefore, the prototype of the portable gas leakage detection device with GPS module in this research project is to overcome the shortcoming of the existing safety system. Furthermore, the gas leakage detection device with wireless system will be develop in order to solve the problem. The workers can be monitor the situation and receive the information in the control room without personal checking at vulnerable places.
• Outline

There are five chapters in this project which are introduction, literature review, methodology, result and discussion and the last chapter is conclusion and reference. Each chapter will discuss its own parts in detail related to the project. Chapter one is the introduction of the project. Problem statement, objective and scope of the project have been discussed in this chapter. Next, chapter two will be discusses more on the theory and literature reviews that has been done before by other person or group. Besides that, this chapter also discusses the type of microcontroller used, selected sensor and the system software which involve in programming. While chapter 3 focuses on the methodology and elaboration of process flow on the project. Chapter 3 also includes the software implementation and hardware development of the project. Results and discussion are briefly explained in chapter four. Lastly, chapter five is the conclusion for the whole project. Some future suggestions and recommendation such as a functional addition and hardware improvement of project are also mentioned.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

This chapter will discuss in details on the components and equipment used for this project in general. Besides that, there are several past research project or journal that is related to this project. The existing system only can detect the gas leakage at vulnerable locations. This is due to the inability of existing gas leakage detector system to identify the gas leakage location with low potential risk. In addition, the signal is send through wireless to the control room after the hazardous gas leakage was detected. For instances, the defect case like the discontinuity in cables will lead to loosing of vital information related to safety of process plant industries. Increase in the complexity of process plant industry leads to increase in the number of equipment to detect gas leakage. This increases the number of cables that connect from industrial sensors to the control room which leads to cluttered wiring. This will increases the cable cost. Furthermore, messy wiring caused difficulty to troubleshoot the reduced insulation and identifying the individual cable along the duct is very troublesome and time consuming. Currently, the location of the workers in the site is uncertain. In case of an emergency event, the officers inside control room have to personally check the positions of the workers in the particular sites. This calls for more effort and time.